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Abstract  

Background: WhatsApp, an extensively espoused medium for communication, has come a fat 

source of different exchanges in the digital age. This design, named" realistic Analysis of 

WhatsApp Chats Using NLP," delves into data analysis and Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) to prize precious perceptivity. 

Objectives: It harnesses Python libraries and NLP ways to unleash idle knowledge in WhatsApp 

exchanges, transcending conversational boundaries. WhatsApp exchanges contain a wealth of 

data, gauging, professional, and social conversations, essential for Machine literacy models. 

This tool employs popular Python modules like pandas, matplotlib, seaborn, NumPy, and 

sentiment analysis, enabling the creation of data frames and graphical representations. These 

visualizations, paired with sentiment analysis, unveil sentiments, trends, and patterns. 

Methods: This study presents a pragmatic analysis of WhatsApp chat data using Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) techniques. The research encompasses three primary modules: 

preprocessing, statistical analysis, and visualization. 

Statistical Analysis: In the preprocessing phase, the raw chat data is parsed and organized into a 

structured format, extracting crucial information such as user, message content, and timestamp. 

Subsequently, statistical metrics including message count, word frequency, and user activity 

patterns are computed, offering insights into communication dynamics. 

Findings: Finally, various visualizations such as word clouds, emoji usage charts, and activity 

heatmaps are generated to provide intuitive representations of the chat data. 

Applications and Improvements: Through this interdisciplinary approach, the study aims to 

elucidate nuanced aspects of communication behaviour within WhatsApp chats, facilitating a 

deeper understanding of linguistic pragmatics in digital discourse. 

Keywords: Natural Language Processing (NLP), Timestamp, Word clouds, 

Visualization, Preprocessing and Statistical analysis. 

1. Introduction 

This tool is grounded on data analysis and processing. The first step in enforcing a machine 

learning algorithm is to understand the right literacy experience from which the model starts 
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perfecting. Data preprocessing plays a crucial part when it comes to machine literacy. To make 

the model more effective we need lots of data, so we turned our focus primarily on one of the 

large- scale data directors possessed by Facebook which is nothing but WhatsApp. WhatsApp 

claims that 55 billion dispatches are transferred each day. The average stoner spends 195 

twinkles per week on WhatsApp and is a member of plenitude of groups. With this treasure 

house of data right under our very tips, it is imperative that we embark on a charge to gain 

perceptivity on the dispatches which our phones are forced to bear substantiation to. A list that 

uses pie maps and plates to represent the intriguing data that it collects after analysing your 

WhatsApp exchanges. You know the drill by now. You will take a backup of your converse and 

shoot it to a dispatch id listed on the point. WhatsApp claims that 55 billion dispatches are 

transferred each day. The average stoner spends 195 twinkles per week on WhatsApp and is a 

member of plenitude of groups with this treasure house of data right under our very tips, it is 

imperative that we embark on a charge to gain perceptivity on the dispatches which our phones 

are forced to bear substantiation to. A list that uses pie maps and plates to represent the 

intriguing data that it collects after analysing your WhatsApp exchanges. You know the drill by 

now You'll take a backup of your converse and shoot it to a dispatch id listed on the point. 

Problem Statement 

 

Despite the prevalence of WhatsApp as a primary mode of communication, there exists a gap in 

understanding the nuanced aspects of digital discourse and communication behaviour within 

WhatsApp chats. The lack of comprehensive tools and methodologies for pragmatic analysis 

inhibits insights into linguistic pragmatics and social interaction dynamics embedded within 

these conversations. Current approaches often rely on manual inspection or lack the scalability 

to handle large volumes of chat data effectively. Additionally, there is a need for 

interdisciplinary research integrating Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques and 

visualization methods to unravel the complexities of digital discourse and communication 

patterns. Thus, the problem statement revolves around the development of an automated system 

for pragmatic analysis of WhatsApp chats using NLP, aiming to address the gaps and provide 

valuable insights into communication dynamics, linguistic nuances, and social interactions 

within WhatsApp communities. 

Objective 

 

The objective of this study is to develop an automated system for pragmatic analysis of 

WhatsApp chats using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. The primary aim is to 

extract meaningful insights from raw chat data by preprocessing it to obtain crucial information 

such as user identities, message content, and timestamps. Subsequently, NLP techniques will be 

applied to conduct statistical analysis, including metrics such as message counts, word 

frequencies, and user activity patterns. Moreover, visualization methods such as word clouds, 

emoji usage charts, and activity heatmaps will be implemented to provide intuitive 

representations of the analyzed data, thereby facilitating a deeper understanding of linguistic 

pragmatics and communication dynamics within WhatsApp communities. By integrating NLP 

methodologies and visualization techniques, the study seeks to unravel the complexities of 

digital discourse and communication behaviour, aiming to offer valuable insights applicable 

across various domains, from sociolinguistics to digital marketing strategies. 
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2. Literature Review 

Existing System  

 

There is a lot of development in the current system. In the aged interpretation there was no point 

to display status, there was no point to partake documents and there was no point to partake 

position. In the current interpretation, all these features are available. In aged interpretation we 

could not partake images through croaker ’s format. In this system stoner can pierce WhatsApp 

in windows through WhatsApp web operation, which can be connected through QR law. There 

is another point called import converse where stoner can shoot or partake or get the converse 

detail for data analysis through dispatch, Facebook, or some runner operation. The being system 

provides WhatsApp druggies with an introductory set of features for communication. In the 

aged interpretation, it demanded several functionalities that have ago been addressed and 

bettered in the current interpretation. Some notable aspects of the being system include  

• Status Feature: The aged WhatsApp interpretation demanded a stoner status display point, 

limiting druggies' capability to express themselves. The current interpretation introduced a 

status point, enabling druggies to partake textbook, prints, vids, and GIFs as their status. 

• Document participating: In the aged interpretation, participating documents within 

exchanges was inconvenient. The current interpretation allows druggies to partake colourful 

document formats, making it easier to change lines.  

• Position participating the aged interpretation did not support position sharing. The current 

system enables real- time position sharing for meetups and environment.  

• Image participating in Doc Format participating images in croaker format was insolvable in 

the aged interpretation. The current system now allows image sharing in croaker format. 

• WhatsApp Web operation druggies can pierce WhatsApp on Windows via a web operation 

connected through a QR law.  

• Export Chat for Data Analysis The system introduced" Export Chat," enabling druggies to 

shoot or gain converse details for analysis via dispatch or other messaging apps.  

These advancements have enhanced the stoner experience in the current system, making 

WhatsApp a more protean and stoner-friendly platform for communication and data analysis. 
 

Feasibility Study 
 

The main objective of the feasibility study is to treat the technical operational and economic 

feasibility of developing the application. Feasibility is the determination of whether project is 

worth doing. The process followed in making this determination is called feasibility study. All 

systems are doable, given unlimited coffers and horizonless time. The feasibility study to be 

conducted for this design involves: 

• Technical Feasibility 

• Operational Feasibility 

• Economic Feasibility 
 

Technical Feasibility 
 

The specialized feasibility study reports whether there exists correct needed coffers and 

technologies which will be used for design development. It is the measure of the specific 

specialized result and the vacuity of the specialized coffers and moxie. In our design we will be 
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using Jupyter tablet (web- grounded operation) and VS law (textbook editor), both are open- 

source software’s. Along with these colourful python libraries and will be used. 
 

Economic Feasibility 
 

Cost and benefit of the project is analysed in economic feasibility, which means what will be 

the cost of final development of the product. This project has not cost in development since all 

the software and technologies used are open source. This project is not economical as it depends 

on the analysis of data between two more devices (phones).  
 

Operational Feasibility 
 

It is to determine whether the system will be used after the development and perpetration. In 

functional Feasibility degree of furnishing service to conditions is anatomized. This involves the 

study of application and performance of the product. Our design shows the whole analysis of 

the exchanges among people. It can be two people or a group of people and provides colourful 

information using maps in fluently readable format. 

3. Proposed System  

The proposed system aims to conduct a pragmatic analysis of WhatsApp chats using Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) techniques. The system comprises several key components: 

preprocessing, statistical analysis, and visualization. In the preprocessing stage, raw chat data is 

processed to extract essential information such as user identities, message content, and 

timestamps. Subsequently, statistical analysis techniques are applied to derive insights into 

communication dynamics, including metrics such as message counts, word frequencies, and 

user activity patterns. Finally, the system employs various visualization methods such as word 

clouds, emoji usage charts, and activity heatmaps to provide intuitive representations of the 

analyzed data. Through the integration of NLP methodologies and visualization techniques, the 

proposed system aims to offer a comprehensive understanding of linguistic pragmatics within 

WhatsApp conversations, facilitating insights into digital discourse and communication 

behaviour. 

4. System Design 

Algorithm 

The algorithm for pragmatic analysis of WhatsApp chats using Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) involves several sequential steps. Firstly, the raw chat data is pre-processed to parse and 

organize it into a structured format, extracting pertinent information such as user identities, 

message content, and timestamps. This preprocessing step also includes tokenization and 

removal of stop words to prepare the text for analysis. Following preprocessing, statistical 

analysis is conducted to derive insights into communication dynamics. This includes calculating 

metrics such as message counts, word frequencies, and user activity patterns. Additionally, 

specialized analyses may be performed to identify familiar words, top emojis, busiest days or 

months, and other relevant statistics. Finally, visualization techniques are applied to represent 

the analyzed data in an intuitive manner. This involves generating word clouds, emoji usage 

charts, activity heatmaps, and other visualizations to provide a comprehensive understanding of 

linguistic pragmatics within the WhatsApp conversations. Through the integration of NLP 
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techniques and visualization methods, the algorithm facilitates a pragmatic analysis that aids in 

elucidating digital discourse and communication behaviour within WhatsApp chats. 

Proposed System Architecture 

 

Figure 1. Architecture 

Data Flow Diagram 

 

Figure 2. Data Flow Diagram 

System Implementation 

The system's implementation includes several key components, each aimed at providing users 

with valuable insights into their WhatsApp chat data. Below are the sections with their 

corresponding figure numbers: 
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Home Page (Figure 3): The website Pragmatic allows you to analyze your WhatsApp 

conversations. The homepage features a prominent button to "START NOW" analyzing your 

chats, alongside a "HOW TO" guide and FAQs. We can upload a chat file and the website will 

deliver insights into your WhatsApp communication, revealing details about chat content or 

communication patterns. 

 

Figure 3. Home Page 

Specific Chat (Figure 4): The image shows a specific chat named "WhatsApp Chat with BE IT 

Unofficial". The chat includes 79 users, 15,914 messages, and 90,984 words. The analysis 

includes details like the number of links and media shared, messages per day, and the most 

talkative user in the group. 

 

Figure 4. Specific Chat 

Most Busy Day (Figure 5): The y-axis shows the number of messages, while the x-axis shows 

the days of the week. Saturday is the busiest day, with around 3000 messages. Friday and 
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Thursday are the next busiest days, with around 2500 messages each. Traffic drops significantly 

on weekdays, with Monday having the fewest messages at around 500. Sundays are also 

relatively quiet, with around 1000 messages. 

 

Figure 5. Most Busy Day 

Common Words Bar Graph (Figure 6): This reveals the most frequently used words in a text 

analysis, from WhatsApp chats. "Hai" (hello), "kya" (what), and "ka" (of/the) top the list, 

suggesting the chats might be in Hindi due to these common greetings and question words. 

Other frequent terms like "nahi" (no), "CGPA" (grading system), and "percentage" hint at 

educational topics being discussed. 

 

Figure 6. Common Words 

Mostly Used Emoji (Figure 7): The pie chart shows the most used emoji in a WhatsApp chat 

analysis. The "face with tears of joy" emoji dominates, representing laughter and amusement 

(55.6%). The second most used emoji is similar, but stronger laughter. All other emoji 

combined make up a tiny fraction of total usage (far less than 44.4%). This suggests chat 

participants rely on laughter-based emoji to convey humour. 
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Figure 7. Emoji 

Word Cloud (Figure 8): It is a visual representation of text data where word size indicates 

frequency. Larger words appear more often in the text analyzed. In this case, the cloud shows 

familiar words from a WhatsApp chat. Words like "hai" (hello), "kya" (what), and "sir" are 

prominent, indicating the chat is in Hindi and informal or educational. 

 

Figure 8. Word Cloud 

These rudiments and data representations enhance the stoner experience by offering a 

comprehensive and visual understanding of WhatsApp converse data. Users can efficiently 

interpret these figures, gaining insights for decision-making, trend tracking, and understanding 

message sentiments in their chats. 

5. Result Analysis 

The result analysis of pragmatic analysis of WhatsApp chats using NLP involves several key 

findings and insights derived from the processed data. Firstly, statistical metrics such as 

message count, word frequency, and user activity patterns provide valuable insights into 

communication dynamics within the chat data. These metrics reveal the volume and frequency 

of interactions, the most active users, and prevalent topics of discussion. Additionally, 
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visualizations such as word clouds highlight familiar words and themes in the conversations, 

while emoji usage charts depict the emotive aspects of communication. Furthermore, activity 

heatmaps offer a visual representation of messaging patterns across different days and hours, 

elucidating peak activity periods and trends. Through this analysis, nuanced aspects of linguistic 

pragmatics and digital discourse within WhatsApp chats are uncovered, facilitating a deeper 

understanding of communication behaviour and interaction dynamics among users. 

6. Conclusion  

In conclusion, the pragmatic analysis of WhatsApp chats utilizing Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) techniques offers a comprehensive understanding of communication dynamics and 

linguistic pragmatics within digital discourse. The integration of preprocessing, statistical 

analysis, and visualization modules enables the extraction of valuable insights from raw chat 

data. Through preprocessing, essential information such as user identities and message content 

are parsed and structured, laying the groundwork for subsequent analysis. Statistical metrics 

such as message counts, word frequencies, and user activity patterns provide quantitative 

insights into communication behaviour, highlighting engagement levels and prevalent topics of 

discussion. Additionally, visualizations such as word clouds, emoji usage charts, and activity 

heatmaps offer intuitive representations of the analysed data, enriching our understanding of 

linguistic nuances and social interactions within WhatsApp communities. By elucidating the 

intricate dynamics of digital discourse, this study contributes to the broader discourse on 

contemporary communication practices and facilitates insights applicable across diverse 

domains, from social science research to digital marketing strategies. Furthermore, it 

underscores the significance of leveraging NLP methodologies and visualization techniques in 

unravelling the complexities of online communication, paving the way for future advancements 

in the field of computational linguistics and sociolinguistics. 
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